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Anastasia N. Kaup
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Partner
E-mail: ankaup@duanemorris.com

Anastasia has represented financial institutions, investment funds, and other corporate clients in 
corporate and financing transactions across the real estate, private equity, hedge fund, private 
credit, and distressed and opportunistic lending spaces. Anastasia structures, negotiates, and 
documents complex financing transactions domestically and internationally at all levels of the 
organizational structure, with specific focuses on fund finance, sponsor finance, and financing in 
distressed and opportunistic situations.  Anastasia’s fund finance experience covers a wide 
spectrum of transactions to meet the financing needs and achieve the objectives of investment 
funds at every phase of their existence. 

Full bio: https://www.duanemorris.com/attorneys/anastasiankaup.html 
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Max W. Fargotstein 
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Associate
E-mail: mwfargotstein@duanemorris.com

Max represents clients in a wide variety of debt financing transactions including fund financings, 
secured financings, cash flow financings, acquisition financings, asset-based financings, and other 
commercial lending transactions. In addition to a traditional commercial lending practice, Max has 
experience with real estate financings, specialty finance transactions such as equipment leasing, 
transportation asset financings (secured by aircraft, vessels and/or railcars), and insurance premium 
financings. Max’s practice includes the representation of private and public businesses, corporate 
borrowers, financial institutions, non-bank lenders, private equity funds, leasing companies, and 
other parties. 

Full bio: https://www.duanemorris.com/attorneys/maxfargotstein.html
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State of the CRE Market and Opportunities 

6

• According to the National Association of Realtors, JLL, and PGIM, certain 
segments of the commercial real estate market continue to struggle but 
there is an improved outlook for the second half of 2021 
– Large commercial real estate acquisitions ($2.5 million+) fell 28% and office leasing volumes 

were down 31% YOY for Q1
– Global transaction volumes declined 13% in the last YOY
– The value of commercial real estate is down by 6% compared to one year ago

• Opportunities for real estate investment funds
– Many see the current economic climate as presenting an abundance of real estate investment 

opportunities (e.g., opportunities to invest in assets that require repositioning or finding value in 
segments of the market that have undergone long-term correction)

– Fund financing can help funds take advantage of these opportunities, meet financial needs, 
and achieve other objectives

II. State of the Commercial Real Estate Market and Opportunities



III. Fund Finance Basics
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What is a Fund?
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• Funds are vehicles/entities formed by sponsors, asset managers, and/or
investors to facilitate investments, which are generally focused on one or
more types of investments/asset classes (e.g., real estate investments)

• Types of funds include:
– Real estate funds
– Private equity funds
– Venture capital funds
– Credit funds
– Infrastructure funds
– Hedge funds
– Funds of funds
– Other investment funds

III. Fund Finance Basics



Stages in a Typical Fund’s “Life”
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• Stage 1: Fund Formation and Fundraising
– Fund is formed
– Fund secures capital commitments from fund investors

• Stage 2: Investment
– Investors fund capital contributions
– Capital contributions are used to facilitate investments and pay fund expenses

• Stage 3: Harvest
– Investments are realized/disposed of and proceeds are distributed to investors

• Stage 4: Wind-Down

III. Fund Finance Basics



Structure Considerations
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• Many fund organizational structures are quite complex
• Some entities may not be able to become credit parties (i.e., parties to the 

credit facility documents) or act in certain capacities (e.g., guarantors) due 
to tax, ERISA, or other reasons

• There are particular complications in structures with feeder and blocker 
vehicles, parallel funds, co-investment or alternative investment vehicles, 
or REITs

• Best practice is to reach out early and often for finance, tax, ERISA, and 
local law advice and review when structuring the fund, considering or 
documenting fund financing, and when making any changes to the fund’s 
organizational documents or to any fund financing documentation

III. Fund Finance Basics
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What is Fund Financing?
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• Fund financing encompasses different types of debt and/or equity
financing products for sponsors, asset managers, their investment funds,
and other related entities and parties

• Fund financing can be used in conjunction with or instead of equity
infusions

• This presentation focuses on debt fund financing for real estate investment
funds

III. Fund Finance Basics



Who Is Involved With Fund Financing?
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• Parties who borrow/utilize fund financing 
– Sponsors and asset managers of investment funds 
– Management (including individual principals) of sponsors, asset mgrs., and investment funds
– REITs, portfolio companies, and other subsidiaries of investment funds

• Parties who lend/offer fund financing 
– Many of the traditional “brick and mortar” banks 
– Investment banks or investment banking divisions of traditional banks 
– Non-bank lenders including private credit funds

III. Fund Finance Basics



How Funds Obtain Fund Financing
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• Fund financing products utilized by real estate investment funds include:
– SCFs
– NAV Facilities 
– Hybrid Credit Facilities
– UCFs
– UAP Facilities 
– Management Fee Lines of Credit 
– Partner Loan Programs
– GP Lines of Credit

III. Fund Finance Basics



Why Funds Utilize Fund Financing
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• Funds utilize fund financing for a variety of purposes, including to:
– Provide liquidity
– Bridge timing gaps in funding (e.g., between capital contributions or mgmt. fee 

payments)
– Facilitate and leverage investments
– Manage and develop investments
– Provide backstop funding
– Increase certainty of and ease of execution
– Smooth operations
– Ease administrative burdens
– Maximize investor returns 

III. Fund Finance Basics



When Funds Utilize Fund Financing
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• Customarily, certain fund financing products are used at different stages of 
a fund’s life cycle

• Fund financing products and stages of a fund’s life cycle in which the 
products are often utilized:
– UAP Facilities (early-stage)
– SCFs (early- to mid-stage)
– UCFs (early- to mid-stage)
– Management fee lines of credit (early- to mid-stage)
– Partner loan programs (early- to mid-stage)
– GP lines of credit (early- to mid-stage)
– NAV Facilities (mid- to end-stage)
– Hybrid credit facilities (mid- to end-stage)

III. Fund Finance Basics



What Supports Fund Financing
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• Typically secured by collateral (except for UAP Facilities) on a senior/first-priority basis
• The defining characteristics of these products are the core components of the collateral 

packages:
– GP line of credit/partner loan program – limited partnership interest in a fund
– Management fee line of credit – management fees
– SCF and UCF – equity capital commitments of partners
– NAV Facility – investments and/or proceeds and pledge of equity of holding vehicles 
– Hybrid credit facility – SCF + NAV collateral

• In each case of the above, the collateral package may also include related contract rights 
and a security interest over any bank account into which payments/distributions are made

• Obligations may also be supported by guarantees (e.g., from the fund, holding vehicle, or 
principals)

III. Fund Finance Basics



IV. Fund Financing Products
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Overview

19

• Funds may have multiple different types of fund financing at the same time 
or over their life cycle, at different structural levels, and/or secured by 
different collateral

• Fund financing is available for all fund types and vintages, including 
emerging managers/“Fund I” and funds-of-one

• Fund financing is available to meet almost any need or objective that may 
arise with respect to a fund, related entities and individuals, and the fund’s 
investments

• Each type of fund financing will have its own unique terms specific to the 
entities and collateral (if any) involved (e.g., borrowing terms, 
representations, warranties, covenants, and events of default)

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
Overview



SCFs
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• Defining characteristic of SCFs: a collateral package that “looks up”
– Uncalled capital commitments of the investors
– Related rights, such as:

 Right to call capital 
 Right to enforce the investors’ payment obligations
 Right to enforce remedies for investors’ failure to fund

– Bank account into which capital contributions are paid

• When are SCFs typically utilized? 
– Early- to mid-stages of the fund’s lifecycle (i.e., fundraising and investment stages) 
– During early-stages, there is a greater availability of uncalled capital commitments that can be 

used to support/repay credit facility obligations

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
a) Subscription Credit Facilities



Subscription Credit Facilities (continued)
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• Selected SCF characteristics:
– Type: Usually revolving lines of credit; can be committed, uncommitted and/or demand-able

– Size: A few million to multi-billion (USD$ and/or other currencies), subject to potential 
increase(s)

– Tenor: Generally 360 days-1 year, potentially up to 3 years (w/ or w/o extension option(s))

– Borrowing Base: Negotiated advance rates of 0-100% of unfunded capital commitments 
 Advance rates are often tiered based on the credit-worthiness/type of the underlying investors
 May be subject to concentration limits, investor exclusion events and EODs, and other terms and conditions

– Special Provisions: 
 Reps, warranties, covenants, and EODs are focused on collateral, fund structure/documents, and cash flows
 Standstill period allowing fund/GP to call capital after an EOD prior to the lender exercising certain remedies

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
a) Subscription Credit Facilities



NAV Facilities
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• Defining characteristic of a NAV Facility: focus on value of fund’s assets
– Security packages can differ from deal to deal and depend on the nature of the fund’s 

investments; may include a security interest in one or more of:
 Distribution and liquidation proceeds from fund investments 
 An equity interest in one or more entities that hold/own the investments or equity interests relating to 

the investments themselves
 The fund’s investments themselves (this is not typical)

– Whereas SCFs “look up” at the investors, NAV Facilities “look down” at the assets/investments

• When are NAV Facilities typically utilized? 
– Mid- to late-stages of the fund’s life cycle (e.g., investment stage) 
– During mid-stages, funds have deployed most of their capital and therefore have more 

investments to generate NAV, against which the fund may borrow
 At this point, there is likely reduced to no borrowing availability under any SCF

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
b) Net Asset Value Credit Facilities



NAV Facilities (continued)
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• Selected NAV Facility characteristics:
– Type: May be term or revolving loans

– Guarantee: Repayment guaranteed by the fund (if a fund subsidiary is the borrower)

– Borrowing Base: Based off of the net asset value of the eligible underlying investments, after taking into 
account applicable concentration limits
 Definition of “Eligible Investments” and valuation terms are highly negotiated points
 Advance rates may be lower than other asset-based credit facilities outside of the fund financing context, reflecting the 

lack of immediate liquidity of the investments and their value

– Special Considerations: 
 Collateral-related considerations are key, particularly if equity interests are part of the collateral package
 Valuation procedures, timing and scope (e.g., of appraisals), and costs

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
b) Net Asset Value Credit Facilities



Hybrid Credit Facilities 
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• Defining characteristic of a hybrid credit facility: blend of SCFs + NAV
Facilities
– Secured by both the uncalled capital commitments and the NAV of underlying investments

– Hybrid credit facilities “look down” to the underlying assets but also have recourse “looking up”
to the investors’ uncalled capital commitments

• When are hybrid credit facilities typically utilized?
– Utilized over a longer portion of a fund’s life cycle

– During early- to mid-stages, the fund can borrow against the uncalled capital commitments

– During mid- to late-stages, the fund can borrow against the NAV of its investments

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products
c) Hybrid Credit Facilities



Hybrid Credit Facilities (continued) 
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• Selected hybrid credit facility characteristics:
– Lender concerns/considerations: 

 Credit analysis/underwriting can be challenging (including potentially unknown future investors & investments)
 Risk/value at different levels (fund investors + fund investments)

– Fund concerns/considerations:
 Interest rate (may be blended and/or higher than the individual credit facilities would be)
 Cost v. benefit analysis regarding maximum leverage/flexibility and costs

– Borrowing Base: 
 An advance rate against the uncalled capital of permitted investors, plus
 An advance rate against the NAV of each eligible investment

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
c) Hybrid Credit Facilities



UCFs
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• Defining characteristics of a UCF: the structure and collateral package
– Structured as one credit facility providing SCF financing for multiple funds under one “umbrella”
– Secured by the uncalled capital commitments of the investors and other customary SCF 

collateral of multiple funds

• When are UCFs typically utilized? 
– Early- to mid-stages of the fund’s lifecycle (same as SCFs) 
– Allows asset managers to obtain one credit facility to provide financing to multiple funds

 Can maximize efficiency: one set of documents and one transaction
 Can maximize negotiating leverage for a fund sponsor by becoming a “larger” borrower

– There is a greater availability of uncalled capital commitments that can be used to 
support/repay loans at early-stages

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
d) Umbrella Credit Facilities



UCFs (continued)
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• Benefits for Funds:
– Greater negotiating leverage/relationship capital
– Reduced execution timelines
– Lower transaction costs (up to 70% less per each fund/tranche, per Fund Finance Partners)
– Easier administration
– Allows for streamlined facility utilization and joinders of future funds
– Potential unused fee savings
– Funds together can often obtain better financing terms than any one fund could alone
– Lender is the “one stop shop” for the fund

• Challenges: 
– Predicting future fund structures and needs (e.g., fund-specific customization)
– Lender concentration risk
– Apportioning costs across funds
– Upfront time/cost investment

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
d) Umbrella Credit Facilities



UCFs (continued)
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• Selected UCF characteristics:
– Structure: Each fund (e.g., Fund I, Fund II, etc.) is organized into its own tranche 

– Collateral: Each fund is severally liable for its own obligations and puts up its own 
collateral

– Borrowing Base: Each fund/tranche has a separate borrowing base and borrowing 
availability 

– Special Provisions: 
 Defaults are tranche-specific
 May be structured so that fund sponsors have option whether to add new vehicles/future funds to UCF

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
d) Umbrella Credit Facilities



UAP Facilities
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• Selected characteristics of UAP Facilities: 
– Structure: 

 Lender advances on an unsecured basis against the value of a pool of the fund’s and/or affiliates’ unencumbered 
assets (i.e., no mortgage)

 Assets may be easily added to and removed from the pool, providing extraordinary flexibility for the fund
 Fund grants a negative pledge over assets
 Guarantee of UAP Facility obligations by parent/affiliate if fund is not owner of assets

– Eligibility criteria include:
 Property unencumbered by debt or liens
 Owner of property has rights to incur debt and create liens on property, and to sell, transfer, or dispose of property
 Property is fully developed and improvements are complete
 Property is wholly owned by fund or its affiliate
 Property located within a specific geographic area
 Property in compliance with applicable laws and is free from major title defects, and environmental or other issues

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
e) Unencumbered Asset Pool Credit Facilities



UAP Facilities (continued)
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• Selected characteristics of UAP Facilities:
– Special provisions:

 Financial covenants and provisions may include maximum leverage ratios, maximum permitted debt, minimum net
worth, interest coverage, minimum asset value, minimum number of assets, concentration limits, etc.

 May include a covenant that the fund will grant a security interest in some or all of the assets in the borrowing base if
the fund fails to satisfy certain performance metrics

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products
e) Unencumbered Asset Pool Credit Facilities



Management Fee Lines of Credit
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• Defining characteristics: the borrower AND the collateral package
– Borrower: The management company of one or (usually) multiple funds

– Collateral:
 The management company’s right to receive mgmt. fees under fund LPAs/mgmt. agreements
 Related rights
 A security interest over the bank account into which management fees are paid
 Sometimes other collateral (e.g., equity interests and/or rights to receive distributions) are included

– Special considerations and provisions:
 Management fee lines of credit are “relationship products” (i.e., lenders offer them to existing clients, such as those

with SCF, to grow the depth and breadth of the lender-client relationship)
 Usually structured as revolving lines of credit
 Ideal for established managers with proven track record of receipt of mgmt. fees from multiple funds
 Personal guarantee by one or more principals may be required
 Customized provisions may include covenant as to minimum mgmt. fee income/NAV

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products
f) Management Fee Lines of Credit



Partner Loan Programs and GP Lines of Credit
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• Defining characteristics: the borrower AND the collateral package
– Borrower: A partner of the fund (the GP or a limited partner)
– Collateral: 

 Partner’s limited partnership interest in the fund, 
 Rights to receive distributions (and sometimes, rights to receive other amounts such as the promote), and/or
 Security interest over bank account into which the foregoing amounts are paid

• Special considerations and provisions: 
– Relationship products
– Alignment of interests (real v. perceived)
– Lenders may limit borrowings to specified percentage of capital contribution obligation (e.g., lending 65%, with the partner 

obligated to provide the other 35%)
– Mandatory prepayment provisions are highly negotiated (i.e., whether distributions pay down the credit line, and what %)
– Can be structured as term loans or revolving lines of credit
– Lenders make loans on a platform/programmatic basis (i) directly to the partners or (ii) directly to the fund or an affiliate, 

which on-lends the funds to partners
– Partners underwritten and treated separately/severally 
– Guarantee from fund/affiliate and/or negative pledge over equity interests may be required

IV. Real Estate Fund Financing Products 
g) Partner Loan Programs and GP Lines of Credit



V. Diligence
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Diligence

34

• Customary and/or appropriate diligence will vary based on factors including: 
– The type of fund financing
– Where there are multiple types of fund financing, how they interact/fit together
– Transaction terms including the collateral package
– Applicable law
– The identity of the borrower/credit parties
– The organizational structure of any entity borrower
– Changes in market practices
– Cost v. benefit considerations
– Time limitations

• Counsel will review and analyze the documents/provisions to ensure the fund financing 
can proceed

V. Diligence



Diligence (continued)
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• Lenders and investors expect to see certain language in fund org. documents, which 
differs depending on the type of fund financing and other factors:
– Disclosure of credit facility to investors
– Credit facility (and pledge of collateral for secured credit facility) must be permitted
– Lender must have right to exercise remedies upon default 
– Permission to share copies of fund/investor documents with lender and its advisors
– Investors agree to fund as and when called, without setoff, counterclaim or defense (e.g., SCF)
– Pre-consent to certain pledges or indirect transfers (e.g., NAV Facilities) 
– Investors may negotiate reporting regarding use of the credit facility 
– Investors may negotiate periodic “clean-downs” or other restrictions on the terms/use of fund 

financing
– Disclosure of any potential conflicts of interest (e.g., GP line of credit)

V. Diligence



Diligence (continued)
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• Direct or Indirect Transfer Restrictions
– Review governing documents of the relevant parties and any material contracts for affiliates

 For example, real estate investments, which may be held by entities below the main real estate fund, 
are often subject to asset-level debt, and the asset-level debt documents may contain restrictions that 
potentially cause issues “up the chain”

– Do the documents include any prohibitions against a grant of security over equity interests or 
related economic interests?

– Do the documents prohibit or present obstacles (e.g., conditions, advance notice or consent 
requirements, etc.) to a lender’s enforcement of remedies? 

– Change of control may be triggered by the pledge and/or lender’s exercise of remedies

• Other Restrictions and Considerations
– Do the documents prohibit distributions of cash flows/proceeds from investments upstream?
– Do the documents prohibit/present obstacles to the grant of security int. in the collateral?
– Are the facts known at closing subject to change (e.g., fluctuating mgmt. fees)?

V. Diligence



Diligence – Example #1
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• Provisions from a real estate asset-level debt document:
– Definition of “Disposition”:

 “Any sale, exchange, assignment, conveyance, transfer, trade, or other disposition of all or any
portion of the Mortgaged Property (or any interest therein) or all or any part of the beneficial
ownership interest in Borrower. . . .”

– Negative Covenant:
 “Borrower covenants and agree that…it will not…make a Disposition…”

– Consideration: direct versus indirect transfer limitations

V. Diligence



Diligence – Example #2
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• Provisions from a real estate asset-level debt document:
– Definition of “Transfer”:

 “’Transfer’ means: (a) a sale, assignment, transfer or other disposition... other than [leases] permitted
by this Loan Agreement; (b) a granting, pledging, creating or attachment of a lien, encumbrance or
security interest; (c) an issuance or other creation of a direct or indirect ownership interest... “

– Negative Covenant:
 “Other than a Transfer to which Lender has consented in writing, Borrower shall not Transfer, or

cause or permit to be Transferred... (A) any direct or indirect ownership interest in Borrower... or (D)
the economic benefits or rights to cash flows attributable to any ownership interests in Borrower…”

– Consideration: direct versus indirect transfer limitations; restrictions on distributions

V. Diligence
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Thank you!
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